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The goal of this article is to experimentally study how the vibrational acceleration spreads along the branch shaken by PVC tine,
steel tine, and nylon tine for citrus canopy shaking harvesting and to compare the difference. PVC tine and steel tine have potential
to be used as shaking rod for citrus canopy shaking harvesting. Nylon tine is a commonly used shaking rod. A tractor-mounted
canopy shaker was developed to do the trial. The shaking frequency was set at 2.5 and 5Hz. Experimental results showed that the
vibrational acceleration at the shaking spot is not the highest. Spreading from shaking spot to the stem, it increases evidently.When
spreading from stems of the outside subbranch to stems of the nearest inside subbranch, its average decrease percentage is 42%.
The overall vibrational acceleration of shaking at 5Hz is 1.85 times as high as shaking at 2.5Hz.The overall vibrational acceleration
exerted by straight PVC tine and steel tine is 1.77 and 1.97 times as high as that exerted by straight nylon tine, respectively. It is
indicated that replacing nylon tine with steel tine or PVC tine helps remove the fruits inside the canopy. Replacing with steel tine
is more effective than with PVC tine.

1. Introduction

Citrus commonly called orange was cultivated in China
by 2500 BC [1]. Although the farming history of citrus is
more than 4500 years, its main harvest method still stays
on hand picking stage. All the operations of hand harvesting
ultimately result in the loss of considerable human energy,
time, money, and the deterioration of fruits caused by falling
on the ground [2]. During the 2012/13 season, less than 9,000
acres citrus trees were mechanically harvested in Florida
(FDOC 2013). It is less than 5% of the Florida’s 576,000
acres (2331 km2) citrus trees. According to statistics, manual
harvesting of fruit accounts for 30 to 60% of the total
production costs [3]. In 2009, the harvesting cost of citrus
fruit in central Florida accounted for about 42% of the
production cost [4]. In 2012, the cost to hand harvest sweet
oranges for processed juice increased from between $1.90 a
box in December/January (early-season fruit) to more than
$2.20 a box in May/June (late-season fruit) [5].

The importance of citrus hasmotivated intensive research
on mechanical citrus harvesting. Mechanized harvesting

(shakers fruits) significantly reduces the period of harvesting
of fruits per tree [6]. The research on mechanical harvesting
of citrus was started in 1950s in an attempt to reduce the
manual labor [7]. Jutras and Coppock [8] investigated differ-
ent scenarios to design harvesting aids. The first tree shakers
used to harvest Florida citrus were developed in the 1960s [9].
These earlymachineswere codesignedwith fruit catch frames
and could harvest up to an average of 12 trees per hour [10].
Coppock and Jutras [11] studied different type of harvesting
aids to make manual harvesting more efficient. Adrian et
al. [12] presented fundamental vibration theory and design
criteria for inertia type tree shakers. Whitney [13, 14] and
Whitney and Patterson [15] studied the air shaker harvesting
citrus.The air shaker does not contact the fruits.Therefore, it
does not cause any fruit bruising.However, it is very noisy and
its strong blowwill damage the tree. Lenker [16] developed an
auger based harvester. Hedden and Coppock [17] concluded
that the foliage shaker had performed better than any other
harvester tried in their study. Trunk shakers are faster and
easier to operate than limb shakers, but they are not well
suited to trees larger than 50 cm in diameter or for trees
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Figure 1: (a) A picture of citrus grove, (b) a schematic drawing of canopy shaking harvester working along the row of citrus groves, (c) a
schematic drawing of shaking harvesting, and (d) a schematic drawing of fruits and branch zones.
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Figure 2: (a) The experimental canopy shaking machine and (b) the vibration mechanism.

with hanging branches [3]. In late 1990s, a prototype similar
to the current canopy shaker was designed and developed
by Peterson [18]. Savary et al. [19] modeled and simulated
the trees using SolidWorks and ANSYS and conducted a
field experiment on three Late Navel citrus trees using a
tractor-drawn canopy shaker at 180 and 230 cycles perminute
(CPM) frequencies. The shaking amplitude and frequency
have significant effects (𝑝 < 0.01) on detaching both ripe
and unripe fruits [20]. Sola-Guirado et al. [21] highlighted
that the vibration amplitude and the frequency beside the
ground speed are the most important factors in efficiently
fruit removal. Gupta et al. [22, 23] proposed a progressive
analytical approach for the design and optimization of a citrus
canopy shaker harvesting machine. Their optimized shaking
method reduced 40% to 45% of the damage to the limbs of
the upper part of the tree canopy.

The overall detachment percentage being low is a main
problem concerned about citrus canopy shaking harvesting.
Harvesting trial using canopy shaker had indicated the fruit
removal efficiency ranges between 80 and 90%. Analysis of
the force and acceleration during the harvest in the tree
canopy might give some insightful information for under-
standing and resolving the raised concerns [24]. Figure 1(a)
shows a picture of citrus grove captured in Lake Alfred,
Florida, USA. In the process of canopy shaking harvesting,
the harvester drives along the row of citrus grove (as shown in
Figure 1(b)), the shaker vibrates continuously and the shaking
tine inserts into the tree canopy (as shown in Figure 1(c)).
The canopy shaking shaker can easily remove the fruits in

the outside zone of the canopy. Most fruits bear in that
zone [25]. So, it is a thick fruits density zone, as shown in
Figure 1(d). But, inside that thick fruits density zone, there
is still a thin fruits density zone. Most big branches are also
in that zone. Shaking tines inserting into that zone will lead
to damage and broken branch. Therefore, in order to shake
down fruits in that zone, the vibration must be spread to
branches and stems in that zone. It is meaningful to study
how the vibrational acceleration spreads along the branch and
from outside canopy to the inside. The goal of this article
is to experimentally study how the vibrational acceleration
spreads along the branch shaken by PVC tine, steel tine,
and nylon tine for citrus canopy shaking harvesting and
to compare the difference. PVC tine and steel tine have
potential to be used as shaking rod for citrus canopy shaking
harvesting. Nylon tine is a commonly used shaking rod.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Testing Equipment. The large canopy shaker is unsuited to
do shaking reaction and comparison trials because its adjust
ability is very limited. Therefore, an experimental canopy
shakingmachine was designed and developed for conducting
field trials, which is a tractor-mounted canopy shaker with
adjustable shaking frequency, tine number, shaking height,
and shaking pose and position (as shown in Figure 2(a)).
Figure 2(b) shows the detail of the vibration mechanism
of the experimental canopy shaking machine, which con-
sisted of five key components, including (1) hydraulic motor
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Figure 3: The magnitude of acceleration detected by an accelerom-
eter. Because the sensors are set to sense any vibration in three
axes up to acceleration of ±6𝑔, the maximum of the amplitude of
acceleration vector can reach as high as 10.3 g.

mounted with a gear, (2) eccentric wheel, (3) telescoping
universal joint, (4) rocker, and (5) shaker frame. As the
hydraulic motor rotates, it drives the eccentric wheel rotate
and further drives the rocker swing through the telescoping
universal joint. The pendulum angle of the rocker is about
30∘, but it can be adjusted by changing the positon of the
connecting hole on the eccentric wheel. The amplitude of the
end of the shaking tine is about 300mm, which is determined
by the pendulumangle of the rocker and the distance between
the end of the shaking tine and the fulcrum of the rocker.
Besides, this experimental canopy shaking machine is a
continuous down-the-row operating type.

2.2. Sensor and Data Processing. Fourmicromachined capac-
itive accelerometers MMA7260Q (Freescale Semiconductor
Inc., 2013) are used as acceleration sensors to detect vibra-
tional acceleration generated by shaking canopy. Its internal
sampling frequency is 11 kHz. Acceleration occurred in three
axes 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 and are expressed as 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦, and 𝑎𝑧. They
are extracted from output voltages 𝑉𝑥, 𝑉𝑦, and 𝑉𝑧. Those
sensors are set to sense any vibration in three axes up to
acceleration of ±6𝑔, where 𝑔 is a constant value referring to
the acceleration that the Earth absorbs objects on or nearby
its surface due to its natural gravity and 𝑔 is about 9.8m/s2 in
test area. Acceleration data in 3D Cartesian coordinates are
converted to spherical coordinates. A computer program is
used to produce the matrix of acceleration in 3D Cartesian
coordinates and to convert it from 3D Cartesian coordinates
to spherical coordinates. The expression of the magnitude
of acceleration vector 𝑎𝑟 which is calculated using (1) is
obtained in terms of its components 𝑎𝑥, 𝑎𝑦, and 𝑎𝑧 using the
PythagoreanTheorem:

𝑎𝑟 = √𝑎2𝑥 + 𝑎2𝑦 + 𝑎2𝑧 , (1)

where |𝑎𝑟| is an absolute value or |𝑎𝑟| ≥ 0.
Next, |𝑎𝑟| in each experiment are collected and recorded

in a database. Then, the acceleration peaks are extracted
from the database. Because the sensors are set to sense
any vibration in three axes up to acceleration of ±6𝑔, the
maximum of the amplitude of acceleration vector can reach
as high as 10.3 g. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the amplitude of
acceleration vector detected by an accelerometer. It is rather
random. So, the median of acceleration peaks, which has

more statistical significance than randomly arranged accel-
eration peaks, is used in vibrational acceleration analysis.
Assuming that 𝑛 acceleration peaks are observed from the
accelerometer, those acceleration peaks are expressed as𝑎𝑟1 , 𝑎𝑟2 , . . . , 𝑎𝑟𝑛 . (2)

These 𝑛 acceleration peaks are rearranged in order from
small to large, and the number 𝑘 acceleration peaks (1 ≤ 𝑘 ≤𝑛) is expressed as |𝑎𝑟|(𝑘). Then𝑎𝑟(1) ≤ 𝑎𝑟(2) ≤ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≤ 𝑎𝑟(𝑛) . (3)

The median of those acceleration peaks, which is
expressed as Med{|𝑎𝑟|}, is calculated using

Med {𝑎𝑟}
= {{{{{
𝑎𝑟((𝑛+1)/2) 𝑛 is an odd number,12 (𝑎𝑟(𝑛/2) + 𝑎𝑟((𝑛+1)/2)) 𝑛 is an even number.

(4)

The MATLAB 2016a (The Mathworks, Inc.) is used in
data process and calculating the median of those acceleration
peaks. Figure 4 shows the simplified block diagram of the
accelerometer and signal conditioning system. Sensors are
firmly fixed on the branches and stems using rubber bands,
as shown in Figure 5.

The average of the median of the resultant acceleration
peaks and their standard deviation, which can reflect the
overall trend of acceleration more obviously, are referred to
in result analysis. They are in turn calculated using equations
(5) and (6):

Med {𝑎𝑟} = 1𝑛
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

Med {𝑎𝑟}𝑖 , (5)

where Med{|𝑎𝑟|}𝑖 represents the median of the resultant
acceleration peaks for tree 𝑖, and 𝑛 represents the quantity of
trees in a group:

𝑠 = √∑𝑛𝑖=1 (Med {𝑎𝑟}𝑖 −Med {𝑎𝑟})2𝑛 − 1 . (6)

3. Materials

In this paper, straight PVC tine, straight steel tine, and
straight nylon tine are studied and compared in the shaking
trials. The straight PVC tine and the straight steel tine are cut
from round rods. Figure 6 shows twopictures of shakerwhich
have been installed with those two shaking tines. Straight
nylon tine is a commonly used shaking tine for citrus canopy
shaking harvesting. It is taken as a contrast for straight PVC
tine and straight steel tine. Diameter, length, quality, and
bending stiffness of those shaking tines are listed in Table 1.

4. Methods

All experiments were conducted on Valencia trees in the
grove located at Citrus Research and Education Center,
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Figure 4: The accelerometer and signal conditioning system.

Figure 5: Accelerometer fixing methods on branches and stems.

Table 1: Physical properties of shaking tines.

Tine
number Material Diameter

(mm)
Length
(mm)

Quality
(kg)

Bending
stiffness (N⋅m2)

(1) PVC 18.3 1220 0.74 308731
(2) Steel 18.3 1220 2.72 769991
(3) Nylon 25.4 1220 0.72 19855

Lake Alfred, Florida, USA. Two trials were designed for
the research purpose, in which the first one mainly aims at

studying how vibrational acceleration spreads along the same
branch, and the second one mainly aims at studying how
vibrational acceleration spreads in the canopy from outside
to inside.

4.1. Vibrational Acceleration Spreads along the Same Branch.
120 trees were selected to do this trial. One typical branch
group was selected from each of those 120 trees as a shaking
area, which includes a main branch, at least one 1-depth
subbranch, at least one 2-depth subbranch and a stem. The
shaking frequencies were set at 2.5Hz and 5Hz. The shaking
spot is where the shaking tine touches the canopy and pushes
the branch moving. In this test, the shaking spot is in the
fork between a 2-depth subbranch and a stem. Before every
shaking, the free end of the shaking tine stays horizontal and
touches the canopy at the shaking spot.The shaking period is
10 s. But if any sensor falls down from the tree before 10 s, the
shaking will be stopped.Those 120 trees are averagely divided
into 6 groups. The grouping method of those 120 trees are
listed in Table 2.

The accelerometer placing method is shown in Figure 7.
Sensor 1 is placed in the fork between the main branch and a
1-depth subbranch (location 1). Sensor 2 is placed in the fork
between that 1-depth subbranch and a 2-depth subbranch
(location 2). Sensor 3 is placed in the fork between that 2-
depth subbranch and a stem (location 3). And sensor 4 is
placed at the end of that stem (location 4).
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Shaker installed with PVC tine and (b) shaker installed steel tine.
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Figure 7: The shaking and detecting methods of trial 1.

Table 2: The grouping method of experimental trees.

Group
number Tree quantity Shaking tine Shaking

frequency (Hz)
(1) 20 Straight PVC tine 2.5
(2) 20 Straight PVC tine 5.0
(3) 20 Straight steel tine 2.5
(4) 20 Straight steel tine 5.0
(5) 20 Straight nylon tine 2.5
(6) 20 Straight nylon tine 5.0

4.2. Vibrational Acceleration Spreads in the Canopy from the
outside to the inside. The second experiment is designed to
observe how the acceleration spreads in the canopy from the
outside to the inside. There are also 120 trees used to do this
experiment. The structure of branch group selected in this
experiment is a little different from the first experiment, in
which it includes a main branch and at least two 1-depth
subbranches. The first of those two 1-depth subbranches is
located at the outside of the canopy. Another one is next to
the first one. The experimental tines, shaking frequency, tree
groupingmethod, and shaking period are the same as those of
the first experiment. But the shaking spot is located at the fork
between an outside 2-depth subbranch and one of its stems.

The accelerometer placing method is shown in Figure 8.
Sensor 1 is placed in the fork between the main branch and
one inside 1-depth subbranch (location 1). Sensor 2 is placed
in the fork between one outside 1-depth subbranch and the

Main branch
Inside 1-depth subbranch

Outside 1-depth subbranch
Trunk

Stem

Sensor 4
Location 4

Sensor 3
Location 3

Sensor 1
Location 1 

Sensor 2
Location 2

Shaking tine

Figure 8: The shaking and detecting methods of trial 2.

main branch (location 2). Sensor 3 is placed on a stem of one
inside 2-depth subbranch (location 3). Sensor 4 is placed in
the fork between that outside 1-depth subbranch and one of
its 2-depth subbranches (location 4).

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Vibrational Acceleration Spreads along the Same Branch.
The acceleration curves exerted by canopy shaker change
dynamically and without any evident regularity, and the
maximum of acceleration peaks varies in a large range. This
is because, in the process of vibration, the shaking tine and
the branch cannot contact together, and their movements
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Table 3: The average and standard deviation of the median of the resultant acceleration peaks for trial 1 (m/s2).

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4

Average Standard
deviation Average Standard

deviation Average Standard
deviation Average Standard

deviation

PVC tine 2.5Hz 5.5 2.85 9.3 3.48 16.2 11.64 29.3 17.00
5Hz 11.0 6.24 19.1 8.60 34.5 13.19 54.7 13.85

Steel tine 2.5Hz 7.1 2.92 11.9 6.19 21.0 6.61 37.6 10.88
5Hz 11.8 5.38 22.2 6.95 34.3 8.70 50.8 16.72

Contrast
(nylon tine)

2.5Hz 4.7 1.02 5.8 1.35 8.6 6.08 15.1 7.94
5Hz 6.1 6.40 9.7 5.73 18.3 7.95 33.6 17.03
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Figure 9: The overall average of the median of acceleration peaks
for those three shaking tines in trail 1.

are not synchronized. They may impact together anytime.
Furthermore, axial rotation of branches and stems may
happen anytime, which leads to drastic change in the three
axes’ acceleration.

Table 3 summarizes the average of the median of the
resultant acceleration peaks and their standard deviation.
The standard deviation measures the volatility of sample
data. The larger the standard deviation is, the greater the
volatility of sample data is. The standard deviation values in
Table 3 indicate that the volatilities of vibrational acceleration
among different trees are very big. The overall average of the
median of the resultant acceleration peaks for those three
shaking tines is shown as multiline graphs in Figure 9. No
matter which shaking frequency and which shaking tine are
applied in the shaking, the acceleration at location 1 is the
smallest.The acceleration at location 4 is the biggest. And the
acceleration at location 3 is bigger than that at location 2. Such
experimental results show that the vibrational acceleration at
the shaking spot is not the highest. Spreading from shaking
spot to the stem, it increases evidently. Spreading from
shaking spot to the trunk, it decreases. This phenomenon
can be explained as that the quality of motional material
decreases from the branch to the limb. When the vibration
energy transfers from the branch to the limb, the vibration
amplitude and the vibrational acceleration increase as the
quality of motional material decreases. Similarly, the quality
of motional material increases from the branch to the trunk,
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Figure 10: The overall average of the median of acceleration peaks
for those three shaking tines in trial 2.

so the vibration amplitude and the vibrational acceleration
decrease from the branch to the truck.This result agrees with
the law of energy transfer in vibration.

5.2. Vibrational Acceleration Spreads in the Canopy from the
outside to the inside. Table 4 presents the average of the
median of the resultant acceleration peaks and the standard
deviation for this trial. The overall average of the median of
the resultant acceleration peaks for those three shaking tines
is shown as multiline graphs in Figure 10. On average, the
acceleration order is location 1 < location 2 < location 4 and
the location 4 < location 3. The results further confirm that,
from the shaking spot to the trunk, the acceleration within
the same branch decreases.

The resultant acceleration peaks of outside stems are listed
in location 4 row of Table 3. The resultant acceleration peaks
of inside stems are listed in location 3 row of Table 4. It can be
found by comparing those two data rows that the acceleration
of the outside stems is bigger than that of the inside stems.
It is indicated that when the vibrational acceleration spreads
from the outside to the inside, it decreases evidently. This is
because that as the vibration transfers from the outside of
the tree canopy to the inside, only a part of vibration energy
will transfer to the inside subbranch and further transfer to
its limbs, other will transfer to the trunk. The decrease per-
centages are listed in Table 5.The overall decrease percentage
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Table 4: The average of the median of the resultant acceleration peaks for trial 2 (m/s2).

Location 1 Location 2 Location 3 Location 4

Average Standard
deviation Average Standard

deviation Average Standard
deviation Average Standard

deviation

PVC tine 2.5Hz 8.9 9.30 10.3 3.27 16.2 6.65 13.6 4.58
5Hz 16.5 12.95 19.6 7.32 33.1 13.96 26.8 11.97

Steel tine 2.5Hz 9.2 6.96 11.1 4.34 20.9 11.80 15.0 5.57
5Hz 20.3 11.75 23.2 6.31 33.7 13.62 31.4 9.82

Contrast
(nylon tine)

2.5Hz 4.9 2.83 6.4 2.30 7.2 3.77 9.3 2.57
5Hz 8.3 11.88 12.7 3.03 17.4 6.21 15.3 6.54
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Figure 11: The rate of vibrational acceleration peaks exerted by straight PVC tine and straight steel tine compared to straight nylon tine for
trial 1.
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Figure 12: The rate of vibrational acceleration peaks exerted by straight PVC tine and straight steel tine compared to straight nylon tine for
trial 2.

of vibrational acceleration spreads from stems of the outside
subbranch to stems of the nearest inside subbranch is 42%.

The vibrational acceleration peaks of shaking using
straight PVC tine and straight steel tine are much higher
than shaking using straight nylon tine. For example, as the
vibration frequency is 2.5Hz, the average of the median of
vibrational acceleration peaks shaking using straight steel tine
at location 3 is 290.2% times asmuch as shaking using straight
nylon tine. Figures 11 and 12 show the statistic results of the
rate of vibrational acceleration peaks of shaking using straight
PVC tine and straight steel tine compared to using nylon
tine in histogram. Such results can be explained by bending
stiffness difference among those shaking tines. When the
bending stiffness increases, the efficiency of the vibration

energy of shaking shaker transferring to branches increases.
As listed in Table 1, the bending stiffness of straight PVC tine
and straight steel tine in turn are 15.5 and 38.8 times as high
as straight nylon tine. So, such effects are not a proportional
relationship. Synthesizing all those experimental data, the
overall vibrational acceleration exerted by straight PVC tine
and straight steel tine in turn is 1.77 and 1.97 times as high
as that exerted by straight nylon tine. The overall vibrational
acceleration of shaking at 5Hz is 1.85 times as high as shaking
at 2.5Hz.

The above results and discussions lead to an under-
standing that replacing nylon tine with steel tine or PVC
tine helps remove the fruits inside the canopy. Replacing
with steel tine is more effective than with PVC tine. The
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Table 5: The average decrease percentage of the median of acceler-
ation peaks.

Outside
(m/s2)

Inside
(m/s2)

Decrease
percentage (%)

PVC tine 2.5Hz 29.3 16.2 45
5Hz 54.7 33.1 40

Steel tine 2.5Hz 37.6 20.9 44
5Hz 50.8 33.7 34

Contrast
(nylon tine)

2.5Hz 15.1 7.2 52
5Hz 33.6 17.4 48

second way to increase the removing rate of fruits in the
thick branches density zone is to increase shaking frequency.
However, we found in other experiments that if the shaking
frequency is too high, the stability of the harvesting machine
will become worse. According to the theory of mechanical
vibrations, if the frequency is the same, acceleration peaks
are in proportional to the amplitude. So, under the condition
of the shaking frequency staying the same, increasing the
shaking amplitude also helps remove the fruits inside the
canopy. But the shaking amplitude of most citrus canopy
shaker is unchangeable.

6. Conclusion

The acceleration curves exerted by canopy shaker change
dynamically and without any regularity, and the maximum
of acceleration peaks varies in a large range. From the first
applied experiment, it was found that the vibrational acceler-
ation at the shaking spot is not the highest. Spreading from
shaking spot to the stem, it increases evidently. Spreading
from shaking spot to the trunk, it decreases. The second trial
indicated that when the vibrational acceleration of shaking
spreads from the outside to the inside, it decreases evidently.

The overall vibrational acceleration of shaking at 5Hz is
1.85 times as high as shaking at 2.5Hz.The overall vibrational
acceleration exerted by straight PVC tine and straight steel
tine in turn is 1.77 and 1.97 times as high as that exerted
by straight nylon tine. The overall decrease percentage of
vibrational acceleration spread from a stem of the outside
subbranch to a stem of the nearest inside subbranch is 42%.

It is indicated that replacing nylon tine with steel tine or
PVC tine helps remove the fruits in the thick branches density
zone. Replacing with steel tine is more effective than with
PVC tine.
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